When "Aphrodite" came to Iowa City last fall, the Iowa men went for the show in hordes. They crowded the Iowa City theater, the lovely, gilded theater the Iowa men have to work for. They did not come for the show as they had for other shows, but for the chance to see the "Aphrodite" girl. They were not satisfied with a glimpse of her as a side effect of the show, but wanted to know her in all her glory, and that is what they got. The show was a grand success, and the Iowa men are happy with their investment.

The Iowa men are not the only ones who have been thrilled by "Aphrodite." The show has thrilled audiences throughout the world, and has won the hearts of millions of people. It is a show that is sure to become a classic, and is sure to be remembered for generations to come.

BANKERS END 3 DAY MEETING

State's Talk Concludes Program; Prominent Men Were Here

The third annual convention of the State Bankers' Association of Iowa was held in the University extension division Sunday afternoon and evening with two speakers by Prof. Ralston E. Stone. Who was the keynote speaker.

The total attendance of bankers, who attended this convention was well over 100. Among those who attended was the President of the Klangenburg, who was in charge of the dinner.

Among the principal speakers were the Iowa Bankers Association, John H. Miller, the Iowa Bankers Association, and the Iowa Bankers Association.

Statement of the Klangenburg: "We are pleased to welcome you to our annual convention. We believe that your attendance is an indication of your interest in the welfare of local banks. We are certain that you will find the program interesting and informative. We hope that you will return next year to participate in the annual convention.

ALL TO LEARN IOWA'S SONGS

300 Will Conduct Singing Festival at Purdue Game

An extra experiment at basketball games in the form of group singing is being conducted by the Purdue basketball center group. They have arranged to sing with Purdue. The movement is backed by the Purdue University and the Purdue University, and the Purdue University, and the Purdue University, and the Purdue University, and the Purdue University.

The movement is being conducted with the purpose of giving the Iowa student body the opportunity to sing some of the unique features of the University of Wisconsin. The song, "Old Gold," is being sung.

Singing the alumni song at football games is another experiment that is being conducted with the purpose of giving the Iowa student body the opportunity to sing the unique features of the University of Wisconsin. The song, "Old Gold," is being sung.

A new experiment in the University of Wisconsin is being conducted with the purpose of giving the Iowa student body the opportunity to sing the unique features of the University of Wisconsin. The song, "Old Gold," is being sung.

TWO TUGGERS CONCEIVED FOR IOWA'S BAND

Pra费率ers Banes Barnes; Held Wins First Place

Three tuggers have been conceived for Iowa's band. These tuggers are similar to the tuggers that have been used in previous years, and they are expected to be even more effective in this year's contest.

VARIETY HITS A GREEN SNAP

Freshmen Greet Recall Team; Win First Place

With three plans on the table, freshmen and varsity band members are working hard to make them a reality. The three plans include a new band program, a new band costume, and a new band flag. The plans are under consideration by the band members, and are expected to be completed soon.

The band members are working hard to make these plans a reality. They are working on the new band program, and are also working on the new band costume and the new band flag. The plans are expected to be completed soon.

These plans are expected to be a great improvement for the band, and are expected to make a big difference in the band's performance. The band members are working hard to make these plans a reality, and are expected to be successful in their efforts.
The campus has been agreeably hushed up, and in anticipation of the big events of Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, many members of the student body are making plans to obtain the decorations important in this connection. The cost is $1 for the mere sound of the word, the chief interest in it. The campus has been agreeably hushed up, and in anticipation of the big events of Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, many members of the student body are making plans to obtain the decorations important in this connection. The cost is $1 for the mere sound of the word, the chief interest in it.

Dolan's Day
The campus has been agreeably hushed up, and in anticipation of the big events of Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, many members of the student body are making plans to obtain the decorations important in this connection. The cost is $1 for the mere sound of the word, the chief interest in it.

The campus has been agreeably hushed up, and in anticipation of the big events of Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, many members of the student body are making plans to obtain the decorations important in this connection. The cost is $1 for the mere sound of the word, the chief interest in it.
The Half Mile!

Winning the half-mile is a ques-
tion of endurance. Here is where
training counts.

In preparing for your business
career, you can start your financial
training at this friendly, helpful
bank.

The First National Bank
Iowa City, Iowa
Member Federal Reserve System

AND A GLASS OF MILK

The daily diet should include

PURE PASTEURIZED MILK
DRINK MILK WITH YOUR MEALS

SIDWELL'S
"The Home of Pasteurized Dairy Products"
KEY DANCE FLOOR
PART OF PLANS FOR ADDING TO HOTEL
In another year one more dance floor will be available in Iowa City near the University affairs, according to Walter O. Glennon, new manager of the Jefferson Hotel, plans will be considered soon for the additions of these more floors, the top-stories of which will be a combination ball room and banquet rooms for the use of not only local organizations but also for educational functions.

Mr. Glennon stated that work on the construction will probably begin this spring with the expectation that additions which are planned will be ready for use by next fall.

ARMORY MAKES BEE HIVE SEEM A VACANT LOT
Wrestling, Boxing, Ball Games, and Other Sports sponsored in Jefferson Armory

By George Seigle

Ernest J. (Jad) Schenker, director of physical education for men, rather proud of his gymnasium this year, not because it is spacious but because of the interest the students of the University and our school are showing in wrestling, sports and everything along the same line of gymnastics. This gym is a regular bee hive every evening and almost every morning, according to Jad, and he is at least for Opera most of the time.

To begin with, there are the wrestling classes, the fencing class and the basketball classes. The fencing class, the scholastic, who have some enjoyment out of it, are, and the varsity squad, which practices every evening to determine who shall uphold the honor of Iowa on the wrestling road. Coach Riley Hewit, who is in charge of the wrestling class, like his team this year, and has their training neatly finished, they will hold their own and win justice in the conference.

Coach David A. Armonotiny, sometime goalie in training full blast and now a varsity goalie, takes up with the freshmen and sophomore swimming, fencing and basketball classes, and the varsity non-duty. Besides the classes for the regular team, there are diving and swimming classes for those who want them.

"The Armory is in general superstition of the boxing student, with the men who won championships at the intercollegiate games but not of direct supervision. There are less direct classes to boxing such as classes for property are not taught in the University, and the sports have trained this spring when the renovation of the armory.

Basketball is quite an exciting game for those who like it, and there are many of them. This season arehscal during the afternoon, and basketball is a sport where there is both interest and popularity. There are very good teams but all are watching for those who want by regulation in that form of sport.

Basketball is a good game sport during the winter, and forms the necessary and constant too. It takes up a place in the classes and does well even though there are games of some kind at the Armory every week. As of the present times the intercollegiate basketball tournament is falling to the floor several nights a week, and when the Armory is not in session, there are always Impromptu games of the same nature.

Theoretical physical training work has been given to some students and the course, in general, has a few more physical training and personal class materials, there will be a course taught to it, and the theoretical work is offered next year. In the basement of the Armory and the other rooms in the building there are crowded for space most of the time.

When the military department is moved to the new armory and everything has been settled one way, it is possible that some of the room will settle in for graduates by the department of physical education. It is true that time, however, the men who waste exercise has to take their time for one of the floors.

The Armory has also a gymnasium for the girls. In the rear, there is a new gymnasium for the boys who are interested by the activity. The new gymnasium is a combination of the two floors, the top one is a combination gymnastics room and the bottom floor a combination of the two.

If you are interested in the Armory, you can attend the games and other events in the Armory. The Armory is always open to the public.

GARDEN
"Always a Good Show"

TODAY AND TOMORROW
The Well Known Stage Star
FRED STONE

“The Duke of Chimney Butte”
A Typical Western Story of Ranch Life
Directed by Frank Borzage
Story by George Washington Ogden
The COMPANIONS LAUGHED
When “The Duke” Rode By to the
Miss Wagon on a Bicycle

He Was a Tenderfoot
An’They Had Their Hour of Rough Fun With Him
But—He Was a Man

He proved it when He rode the Wild Mustang, Pursued and Killed the Mountain Man, and buyer Off the Range, protected the girl from Wrong and Injustice and Found Himself in Love.

ACTION—YOU SAID IT

LARRY SEMON
“The Fly Cop”
Admission—Afternoon, 10c and 20c; Evenings, 10c and 20c

COMING SUNDAY
BEBE DANIELS
That Good Little Bad Girl

“Money From Nowhere”

NEW YORK, Chicago, Baltimore, Los Angeles and a Dozen other large cities paid $2.00 per seat to see

QUEEN OF SHEBA
The Wm. Fox Cinematograph Thunderbolt of All Times

— BUT BY —
Special Permission from the Producer PRICES IN IOWA CITY REDUCED

Adults, 50c Children, 25c
Tax Included

QUEEN OF SHEBA OPENED SATURDAY AT THE ELGLERT
VETERAN SNIPPER RELATES FADS IN CORK CLIPPING

Ed Rohrer, the barber at the Haffen House, probably knows more about a haircut than any other man in the city. He has been a barber for thirty-three years and has been in Iowa City since 1906. In his time he has cut hair of every sex, every race, some of which might raise a riot on the streets of to-day. Goodwood would have every laugh if he could compare the antics of today with the "pre-Raphaelite" cut of his youth.

At the beginning of the Civil War, Uncle Sam ordered his soldiers to have their hair cut no longer than three-quarters of an inch. Almost every digit the point of the ear developed delightedly like heads. The men were grown accustomed to the clippings and so were men who were truly admired by the Jesse Jameses could be called a "punchbowl" cut. But at the time of the war when they had their hair cut to resemble a hodgepodge, the difference was far less.

Football (1921) Prevents Dansing in the Ballroom.

The hair was left long in the middle, and the line of hair was allowed to sweep gracefully over the forehead or over the eyes. This habit did not require the use of clips at all. The hair grew down on the neck and was brushed around instead of down the part. As a present, perhaps this was the best thing, but the old-fashioned pictures at the battle scenes show the enemates were quite the fools of a dress for the day. One part to the head and not half with all the frills for padding.

In 1912, the short, bobbed, pincushion very popular. There was another ideal expression. It was a lot of hair and it looked like it. The hair was cut around the head and called it a "bunette."

Just used in Men's College: "Now there's their hair cut to their type of face, so girls are dancing now," reported the barber. The reply was, "What do you mean by that?"

In Flax, French Grey, Polo Grey and Dark Grey—
$1.95

LORENZI BROS.
Booy Shop

Remington Portable Typewriter

STANDARD

In quality and speed—

All its opening features, including eyeglass carriers. No shifting for figures. Price, with case, 99c.

For Sale by Rhammey's, Typerwriter Exchange

Yes, Sis-epee Prices Are Down!

Shirt Clearance!

$1.15 $1.75 $2.75 $3.75

For price means anything, these Shirts will go like the proverbial "hot cakes." Not a little lot of odds and ends found in the average Clearance Garment, but the highest quality of Shirts—all from our regular stocks. We have taken many shirts from higher priced lots and placed in the $1.75 to $1.51 range.

NOW ON!

Sindicte's January Clearance Sale With Men's Clothes at practically Half Price

It's the outstanding, outstanding Affair of the State, because Quality has not dropped with the prices

Here's a Special Bill of Fare

Men's Clothes $35
Men's Clothes $23 50
Men's Clothes $40
Men's Clothes $28 50

Syndicate Clothing Co.

THE LIVE STORE

CEDAR RAPIDS

ON FIRST AVE.